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Secretary Raffensperger, 
 
Earlier this year, your office formally published a controversial Feb 25th internal memo from Elections Director 
Chris Harvey to Deputy Director Jordan Fuchs regarding 10 year cost estimates of preprinted paper ballot 
voting systems (HMPB) as compared to ballot marking devices (BMD). The claims in Mr. Harvey’s memo were 
criticized as “profoundly misleading” by the non-partisan National Election Defense Coalition (NEDC) and the 
strongly conservative FreedomWorks national organization. Their letter to Georgia legislators represents the 
third time Mr. Harvey has been accused of deceiving government officials. 
 
A reply written by Deputy Fuchs indicates that the Secretary of State (SOS) office is not willing to understand 
the severe level of disinformation it disseminated. The purpose of this letter is not to rehash the cost debate 
but to urge you to take appropriate action to restore damaged credibility that lingers from Mr. Harvey and 
was compounded by Deputy Fuchs only a month after you took office.  
 
The NEDC and FreedomWorks generally explained how Mr. Harvey’s memo “wildly inflates the costs of 
conducting elections with hand marked paper ballots” They surmised that: “The Secretary’s analysis is like 
comparing the cost of buying a Chevrolet - plus insurance, gas and repairs for ten years - to the cost of a buying 
a Bentley and then trying to insist the Bentley is cheaper” 
 
VoterGA has identified more than a half dozen false or deceptive assumptions in Mr. Harvey’s memo that was 
published after we had given the SOS office a more accurate cost overview. Specifically: 

1. Mr. Harvey’s memo conceals the fact that there is no substantive paper cost difference between 
BMDs and hand marked paper ballots with Ballot on Demand (BOD) printing; 

2. Mr. Harvey’s memo failed to identify, quantify and compare the paper costs for the paper ballots that 
would be printed by BMDs; 

3. Mr. Harvey used a cost figure of $.55 per ballot which is roughly double the actual cost of $.28 per 
ballot that Cobb County pays for its paper ballots; 

4. Mr. Harvey misinterpreted Georgia law by implying that it requires all types of primary ballots to be 
printed for all active voters even though it is illegal to vote in more than one primary for a given 
election [O.C.G.A. 21-2-290]; 

5. Mr. Harvey did not allow for the possibility that the legislature could change the ballot printing law if 
necessary for better practicality as HB316 was under discussion at the time he drafted his memo; 

6. Mr. Harvey used 50% more BMDs than necessary for a hand marked paper ballot solution (4,730 vs. 
3,000) since only one BMD in every precinct is needed to fulfill accessibility needs.  

7. Mr. Harvey failed to identify the maintenance, licensing, testing, storage and transportation costs for 
the extra 27,000 BMDs needed to legitimately compare the two options he attempted to contrast. 

A legitimate comparison would have assessed the maintenance, licensing, testing, storage, paper and 
transportation costs for BMD, BOD and HMPB options as shown in the VoterGA cost estimates we vetted with 
county election directors and gave your office at that time. 
 
Rather than address the mathematical issues raised in the NEDC letter, Deputy Fuchs replied with a personal 
attack on FreedomWorks Vice President of Legislative Affairs, Jason Pye. She claimed that Pye was “far 
removed” and does “not fully comprehend the climate of our state” Fuchs’ letter further damaged the 
credibility of the SOS office as she did not even realize that Jason Pye has been a well-known, long time 
Georgia resident who has followed the Georgia voting system issue for decades. 

https://sos.ga.gov/index.php/elections/hand-marked_paper_ballot_system_to_cost_georgia_taxpayers_over_200_million_
https://sos.ga.gov/admin/uploads/Memo_Hand_Marked_Costs_Analysis_2-25-19.pdf
https://law.justia.com/codes/georgia/2006/21/21-2-290.html
https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2019/02/georgia-voting-system-costs.pdf
https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/fuchs-freedomworks-letter.pdf


 
Worse yet, Ms. Fuchs’ reply is riddled with more false information: 

1. Ms. Fuchs claims opposition to the Harvey memo “is partisan rhetoric of interest groups” despite that 
fact that NEDC and VoterGA are non-partisan groups raising mathematical objections; 

2. Ms. Fuchs claims a touchscreen marked system is “the only system that brings Georgia voters safe and 
accurate elections” despite the fact that security experts insist exactly the opposite;  

3. Ms. Fuchs claims a touchscreen marked system gives Georgia “the option to conduct post- election 
audits” despite dozens of computer scientists that insist BMDs cannot be properly audited;  

4. Ms. Fuchs claims the “will of Georgia voters” is a touch screen ballot system while the only poll 
independent of the SOS office showed a majority wants hand marked paper ballots; 

5. Ms. Fuchs mentions the SAFE Commission recommended touch screen marked systems while 
concealing that the recommendation was written by SOS Legal counsel Ryan Germany, not the 
commission; 

6. Ms. Fuchs claims that a touchscreen system offers superior advantages in transparency while ignoring 
the fact that the SOS office can pick a system that embeds hidden votes in bar codes 

7. Ms. Fuchs claims that “a hand-marked paper ballot system will cost $224 million over ten years” 
although the actual costs would be less than half that or closer to $95 million; 

8. Ms. Fuchs claims that a touchscreen marked paper ballot system is a “ cost effective solution” although 
that system will cost Georgians an extra $200+ million over 10 years compared to a HMPB system; 

9. Ms. Fuchs claims HB316 passage to be “a victory for the common sense solutions” although it requires 
the state to buy a system with a 10 year shelf life that will be financed for 20 years; 

10. Ms. Fuchs claims that “our office will continue to promote a truthful discourse” despite the 
disinformation documented by this letter. 

 
Although Deputy Fuchs’ letter may have been intended as private, Director Harvey’s memo was not. We also 
believe Mr. Harvey deceived government officials or the public twice more before you took office. When 
questioned by House Science and Technology Committee members in a September 22nd 2017 hearing, Mr. 
Harvey made seven apparent false or deceptive statements we documented in a video. These statements 
concealed historical problems with Georgia voting machines, made incorrect assertions about Georgia Election 
Code and misrepresented the serious election data exposure and vulnerabilities at Kennesaw State University 
(KSU). We also documented another seven apparently false or seriously deceptive statements he made in a 
2018 bulletin to county officials. These statements involved an usurpation of county authority, incorrect 
assertions about Georgia Election Code and misinterpretations of election preparation security issues at KSU. 
 

The evidence we documented and summarized for these three incidents indicates Mr. Harvey has 
likely committed multiple felonies as defined under Georgia law [O.C.G.A. 16-10-20]. Therefore, several 
groups are joining us in insisting upon Mr. Harvey’s resignation and we hope you take this letter 
seriously. Such action is necessary to restore credibility in your new administration. Your tacit approval of 
his recent memo and Deputy Fuchs’ reply leads Georgia voters to believe that you are willing to continue the 
disinformation. We trust that you will rectify this perception. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
 

Garland Favorito 

VoterGA 
Co-founder 

garland@voterga.net 
404 664-4044 CL 

https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/expert-security-opinions.pdf
https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/expert-auditability-opinions.pdf
https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/ajc-poll-georgians-support-paper-ballots-and-oppose-voter-purges/mkdeIgUXtzJL6TFVbM6BVP/
https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2019/02/georgia-voting-system-costs.pdf
https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2019/02/georgia-voting-system-costs.pdf
https://livestream.com/accounts/19771738/events/7537797/videos/163200377
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXPsjkX9E-E&feature=youtu.be
https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/reply-to-counties-for-chris-harvey-letter.pdf
https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/chris-harvey-letter-to-counties.pdf
https://voterga.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/chris-harvey-false-statement-summary.pdf
https://law.justia.com/codes/georgia/2010/title-16/chapter-10/article-2/16-10-20/

